This budget is an estimation of basic costs and is only to be used as an example. It excludes travel plans, personal expenses ...

Please be aware that the currency rates vary. You might therefore want to take the Euro amount into account.
Meals

- Breakfasts at School: approximately 2€ x 20 days (40€)
- Other breakfasts: at your own discretion: maximum 5€ x 8 days (40€)
- Lunches at School: approximately 4€ x 20 days (80€)
- Other Lunches: at your own discretion 5-10€ x 10 days (100€)
- Dinners: at your own discretion 5€-20€ x 25 days (mid-range 350€)

Total (high scale) for meals: **600€**

* These quotes are based on the assumption that students are eating out. Groceries will come out to less, about **200€ to 300€ for lunch and dinner.**

- Welcome and Farewell dinners organized by EM Strasbourg Business School

Transportation

**22.80€ for a monthly card** (student fare; subject to change in April 2013)

The cost of the housing is payable directly to the residence.

We have chosen to overestimate so that students will not find themselves lacking in funds.

Total: from **572.80 €** (accommodation at the Résidence La Marne + quote on the least expensive meal plan + public transportation)

**to 972.80 €** (accommodation at the Résidence La Marne + quote on the most expensive meal plan + public transportation)

Total in American Dollars as of currency exchange on December 14th 2012 (1.00 USD = 0.762716 EUR):

between $750 USD- $1275 USD

---
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